I-e SC Lab’s 2019 Fall Meeting
October 10, 2019 Agenda

Memorial Union - Ventana Ballroom B

8:00 AM to 9:00 AM  
*Check-In and Breakfast*

9:00 AM to 9:15 AM  
*Welcome and Opening Remarks*
Elliot Rabinovich and Dale Rogers  
Co-Directors, I-e SC Lab, and Professors, Supply Chain Management  
Department, W. P. Carey School of Business at Arizona State University

9:15 AM to 10:15 AM  
*Overview of IoT Solutions for Inventory and Asset Tracking*
Ravi Nannapaneni and George Moakley, Volteo

10:15 AM to 10:30 AM  
*Break*

10:30 AM to 11:30 AM  
*Using AI/ML within the Supply Chain*
Wayne Usie, JDA

11:30 AM to 11:45 AM  
*Break*

11:45 AM to 12:45 PM  
*Developing an Online Supply Chain Finance Platform*
Dan Juliano

12:45 PM to 1:30 PM  
*Lunch*

1:30 PM to 2:15 PM  
*On-Demand Warehousing: New Developments*
Ryan Morel, FLEXE

2:15 PM to 2:30 PM  
*Break*

2:30 PM to 3:15 PM  
*Challenges Reinventing an Old Postal State Owned Mail Company to be Leading Edge Last Mile Parcel Operator*
Egil Moller Nielsen, PostNord

3:15 PM to 3:30 PM  
*Break*

3:30 PM to 4:30 PM  
*Actionable Deliverables to Address Pressing Challenges and Opportunities*
Elliot Rabinovich and Dale Rogers  
Co-Directors, I-e SC Lab  
Professors, W. P. Carey School of Business, Arizona State University

4:30 PM to 6:30 PM  
*Reception*